
Series of 1934 $5 silver certificate mules were overprinted with serial numbers 
from every serial block from D-A to P-A except for I-A and J-A.  

Coincidental timing caused the absence of mules from those two blocks: None 
could be printed between May 1940 and June 1945, when the application of those entire 
blocks occurred; specifically, the I-A block during 1941, and the J-A block during 1941-
42. 

Five-dollar silver certificate mules first appeared in January 1938, when the Bureau 
of Engraving and Printing began etching macro plate serials instead of micro serials to all 
finished plates.  

They made the change in response to a request of the U.S. Secret Service, who 
wanted it made easier to read the plate serials when analyzing for counterfeit notes. The 
Bureau certified the first $5 Series of 1934A silver certificate macro faces on January 7, 
and followed with the first $5 macro backs on the 11th.  

The 1934A faces initially went to press on January 10, and were mated with micro 
backs to create the first $5 silver certificate mules: notes with macro faces and micro 
backs.  

The macro backs went to press two months later, on March 16, and were mated 
with 1934 micro faces, and also 1934A faces, which created another mule variety: notes 
with micro faces and macro backs.  

The Bureau eventually phased out all 1934 micro faces from service by September 
16, 1938, leaving only 1934A macro face-micro back mules as possible $5 silver 
certificate mules. These were produced in abundance throughout the E-A and F-A serial 
blocks, but their appearance began to dwindle in the G-A block.  

By August 1939, the Bureau had only three $5 micro back plates still in service: 
902, 905 and 938. They removed the last plate, micro back 905, from use on February 5, 
1940. Supplies of printed 905 back sheets would last a few more months until exhausted 
just after numbering of the H-A block began in May 1940.  

The Bureau was printing large quantities of silver certificates in the early-1940s 
and completed the H-A block early in 1941. They quickly finished the I-A block before the 
end of 1941, and then the J-A block before 1943 arrived.  

Production then slowed drastically during the middle of World War II in 1943 and 
1944--the only $5 silver certificates printed during those two years were 12 million K-A 
block North African yellow-seals.  
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The Bureau increased $5 silver certificate production in 1945, when the Treasury 
decided to monetize stockpiled silver bullion not previously held as backing for silver 
certificates.  

Production of $5 mules also resumed that summer, when on June 23, late-finished 
micro back plate 637 went to press for the first time. By then, the J-A serial block was a 
distant memory. The first waves of $5 silver certificate 637 mule sheets received higher K-
A block serials.  

Back 637 remained in use until 1949. Sheets printed from it and another late-use 
plate, micro back 629 used from 1947-48, provided feedstock for the $5 Series of 1934A, 
1934B, and 1934C silver certificate mules numbered with K-A to P-A block serial 
numbers. 
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Figure 1: $5 silver certificate
H-A block mules--the last
mules possible before the I-A
and J-A blocks were
numbered--are a small-size
rarity. 
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The Obsolete Corner 

Wow…What a Sheet! 
by Robert Gill 

      Each time I write an article for Paper Money, I encourage readers to contact me with comments so 
I can learn more about my subject.  And generally I get a good response from a few of our readers. 
When this years July/August issue went to our members, the results were the same.  At that time my 
family and I were enjoying a week of vacation in the Caribbean.  But as I always do when away from 
home, I had my laptop with me so that I could daily check my email.  I received some nice comments 
from Guy Kraus, who wrote the book on Mississippi Obsoletes.  And since that time, we have had 
several phone conversations about our Mississippi sheets.  I also had some nice communication with 
David Sundman, owner of a large coin company located in New Hampshire.  But one other contact 
made it possible for me to add another sheet, and a very interesting sheet I might add, to my 
collection. 
     One of our members, Pat Mullen, contacted me about an obsolete sheet that he had.  Pat operates 
Mullen Coins, which is in Grand Rapids, Michigan.  In his email he said that he had a very interesting, 
and what he thought to be rare, scrip sheet that he had not been able to find any information on. 
Obviously, my curiosity immediately kicked in, and I went to his website.  And there he had a sheet, 
of what I think is advertising notes, on "Dwight Merriman, Bookseller & Stationer".  As I'm fairly 
learned in Michigan Obsoletes, I quickly recognized that I knew nothing of this issuer.  And even 
more so my interest was peaked because of its high denomination notes consisting of seven $100 bills.  
I quickly contacted him and asked that the sheet be held until I got back home in a few days.   
     When I returned home I called Pat to talk about and make arrangements to get possession of the 
sheet.  He said he had tried to research the sheet, but to no avail.  And since that time, I've had the 
same results.   
     Pat had shown the sheet to an interested dealer at a show.  But luckily for me, that person was not 
ready to pay the asking price.  During their conversation, it was mentioned that the sheet could very 
well be worth more if cut into single notes, as Michigan collectors would probably love to put a 
"single" of an unreported merchant in their collection.  Obviously, cutting is a "no-no" to an avid sheet 
collector like me! 
    After receiving the sheet, I began to relentlessly research the issuer.  Dr. Wallace Lee, in his book 
"Michigan Obsolete Bank & Scrip Notes", makes no mention of this merchant.  And Harold Bowen 
does not write about Michigan scrip in his book.  I have searched the internet looking for some hint 
about this person and his business, but I keep running into a dead end.  As seen in the photo, the notes 
clearly state they are from the State of Michigan.  And the business was located on Main Street, as 
printed on the bottom left center of each note.  On the bottom right center is the name Jackson. There 
was a town in Michigan called Jackson during obsolete days, so I'm assuming that Mr. Merriman 
operated his business at a location on Main Street in Jackson, Michigan.  Because there is no hint of a 
date on the notes, I really don't have a time frame to go by.  But the style of print does suggest to me 
the notes were probably printed during the middle 1800s.  Unlike most obsolete scrip notes, not only 
are these high denomination, they are also full sized, as this sheet measures 11" x 17". 
     In closing, I am thoroughly intrigued by this sheet, and its lack of information.  I've come to the 
conclusion that the only hope I have of finding anything about it is if one of our members has come 
across Mr. Merriman at sometime in the past.  I would like to encourage anyone that may be able to 
shed some light to contact me at robertgill@cableone.net.   So, until next time, HAPPY 
COLLECTING. 
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